ﺍﻋﻮﺫ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺮﲪﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in GOD, from Satan the rejected
In the Name of GOD, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

Noon (part 4)
[ وﳌﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﲜﻬﺎزهﻢ ﻗﺎل اﺋﺘﻮﻧﻲ ﺑﺎخ ﻟﻜﻢ ﻣﻦ١٢:۵٩]
اﺑﻴﻜﻢ اﻻ ﺗﺮون اﻧﻲ اوﰲ اﻟﻜﻴﻞ واﻧﺎ ﺧﲑ اﳌﻨﺰﻟﲔ
[12:59] After he provided them with their provisions, he said, "Next time, bring
with you your half-brother. Do you not see that I give full measure, and treat you
generously?

[ ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﲜﻬﺎزهﻢ ﺟﻌﻞ اﻟﺴﻘﺎﻳﺔ ﰲ رﺣﻞ اﺧﻴﻪ١٢:٧٠]
ﰒ اذن ﻣﺆذن اﻳﺘﻬﺎ اﻟﻌﲑ اﻧﻜﻢ ﻟﺴﺮﻗﻮن
[12:70] When he provided them with their provisions, he placed the drinking cup
in his brother's bag, then an announcer announced: "The owners of this caravan
are thieves."
Quran is full of design notes that increase our certainty day to day.Nun letters
(Noon and Waw) confirm verse numbering of Quran.Many of verses in Quran
starts with letter Waw.GOD almighty has designed Nun letters for confirming
text and verse numbering of Quran .In many places GOD has used the one
phrase in two forms.For example in the verse 12:59 GOD has used WaLama(
 ) وﻟﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﺑﺠﻬﺎزهﻢand in 12:70 has used FaLama() ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﺑﺠﻬﺎزهﻢ. In Arabic
sometimes letter Fa (  ) فis used instead of Waw ( ) و.I don't discuss about
syntax reasons. The mathematical reason is discussed.The question that arised
here is Why GOD has used one phrase in two forms? Why one phrase is

differnet in 12:59 and 12:70 ?

1.

1-1The two verses 12:59 and 12:70 are in sura 12.Now consider all verses in Quran
that starts with letter Waw.In such state we have only 5 suras that number of
verses (that start with Waw) are factor of 19.For example in sura 54 , there are
19 verses that start with letter Waw.The below table Show the result.
Seq.

Sura
number

Count of verses in sura that starts with letter
Waw

1

9

38 (19*2)

2

12

38 (19*2)

3

13

19

4

51

19

5

54

19

Total count of
verses

1

133 (19*7)

You can see that sura 12 is one of those 5 suras that 38(19*2) verses of it starts
with letter Waw.It is interesting that in total Quran there are 133(19*7)
verses with the above property. 133 is count of letter Noon in sura 68 too.Now
we understand why GOD in verse 12:59 has used WaLama() وﻟﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﺑﺠﻬﺎزهﻢ
and in 12:70 has used FaLama() ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﺑﺠﻬﺎزهﻢ.
GOD be glorified!!!!

1-2Another note that confirm this matter is that verse 12:70 has 4 Noon and 2 Waw.

[ ﻓﻠﻤﺎ ﺟﻬﺰهﻢ ﲜﻬﺎزهﻢ ﺟﻌﻞ اﻟﺴﻘﺎﻳﺔ ﰲ رﺣﻞ اﺧﻴﻪ١٢:٧٠]
ﰒ اذن ﻣﺆذن اﻳﺘﻬﺎ اﻟﻌﲑ اﻧﻜﻢ ﻟﺴﺮﻗﻮن
[12:70] When he provided them with their provisions, he placed the drinking cup
in his brother's bag, then an announcer announced: "The owners of this caravan
are thieves."

Now consider all verses in total Quran that have 4 Noon and 2 Waw.In such
state we have 133(19*7) verses.133 is total count of Noon in sura 68 too.If
word FaLama ( ) ﻓﻠﻤﺎin 12:70 was with letter Waw instead of Fa , the above
calculation would be false.
GOD be glorified!!!!
Is it only chance???
Those 133 verses:
======================
[2:52],[2:119],[2:162],[2:176],[2:252],[3:88],[3:95],[4:111],[4:118],[4:133],[
4:160],[6:118],[7:76],[7:125],[7:135],[8:22],[9:1],[10:17],[10:50],[10:69],[10
:86],[10:91],[10:96],[11:2],[12:64],[12:70],[12:73],[12:83],[12:91],[12:96]
,[13:42],[15:45],[15:54],[15:56],[15:70],[15:84],[15:87],[16:53],[18:9],[18:7
3],[19:74],[20:12],[20:74],[20:91],[20:105],[20:115],[20:123],[21:14],[21:34]
,[21:37],[21:51],[21:81],[21:112],[22:3],[22:9],[23:114],[24:49],[25:36],[26:
8],[26:21],[26:50],[26:57],[26:67],[26:85],[26:103],[26:119],[26:121],[26:15
8],[26:174],[26:190],[26:207],[26:208],[27:38],[28:18],[29:20],[29:54],[30:4
4],[32:5],[33:45],[33:47],[34:7],[36:11],[36:37],[36:53],[36:70],[36:82],[37:3
1],[37:32],[37:57],[37:116],[37:139],[37:165],[37:166],[37:173],[38:34],[38:
35],[38:40],[38:65],[39:32],[40:22],[40:69],[41:28],[42:33],[42:35],[43:6],[4
3:14],[43:40],[43:52],[3:62],[44:16],[44:19],[44:53],[45:15],[46:7],[50:2],[50
:41],[51:15],[51:51],[51:55],[51:57],[54:44],[55:39],[5:62],[56:57],[56:73],[5
6:84],[58:16],[68:31],[68:39],[76:5],[76:10],[76:30],[89:15]
======================

2.
Now consider all verses in Quran that starts with letter Waw or Noon.In such
state we have only 4 suras that number of verses (that start with Waw or Noon)
are factor of 19.The below table Show the result.

2

Seq.

Sura
number

Count of verses in sura that starts with letter
Waw or Noon

1

9

38 (19*2)

2

13

19

3

17

57 (19*3)

4

51

19

Total count of
verses

133 (19*7)

It is interesting that in total Quran there are 133(19*7) verses with the above
property. 133 is count of letter Noon in sura 68 too.Has remained any doubt
about mathematical design of Quran ?
GOD be glorified!!!!
Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
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